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EXPLANATION
This map depicts general location of areas and habitat where a certain species may reside or be found. The map does not indicate the location of the species at any time. The locations of the species are shown on the map. The areas may be of interest to the public. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location.

DATA SOURCES
TERRITORIES data: Connecticut state and federal lands and waters are depicted with the same symbols and colors used for the federal lands. Analysis of data includes all known species in the state. Federal lands have been included in the map for illustrative purposes. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location.

MAPS AND DATA SOURCES: This CT DEEP habitat map includes all known species in the state. Federal lands have been included in the map for illustrative purposes. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location. The map is intended to be a general location guide and not for precise location.